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ABSTRACT
The clinical element model (CEM) is an information
model designed for representing clinical information in
electronic health records (EHR) systems across
organizations. The current representation of CEMs does
not support formal semantic deﬁnitions and therefore it
is not possible to perform reasoning and consistency
checking on derived models. This paper introduces our
efforts to represent the CEM speciﬁcation using the Web
Ontology Language (OWL). The CEM-OWL
representation connects the CEM content with the
Semantic Web environment, which provides authoring,
reasoning, and querying tools. This work may also
facilitate the harmonization of the CEMs with domain
knowledge represented in terminology models as well as
other clinical information models such as the openEHR
archetype model. We have created the CEM-OWL meta
ontology based on the CEM speciﬁcation. A convertor
has been implemented in Java to automatically translate
detailed CEMs from XML to OWL. A panel evaluation
has been conducted, and the results show that the OWL
modeling can faithfully represent the CEM speciﬁcation
and represent patient data.
INTRODUCTION
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Healthcare system interoperability is one of the
most important goals for meaningful use of the electronic health records (EHR). It is essential to facilitate IT support for workﬂow management, decision
support systems, and evidence-based healthcare, as
well as secondary use of EHR across healthcare
organizations. The clinical element model (CEM)1 2
was designed to provide a consistent architecture for
representing clinical information in EHR systems.
The CEM has been adopted in the Strategic Health
IT Advanced Research Project, secondary use of
EHR (SHARPn)3 as the common uniﬁed information model for unambiguous data representation,
interpretation, and exchange within and across heterogeneous sources and applications.
The current CEM was represented either in the
Clinical Element Modeling Language (CEML), an
XML-based language for expressing the structure and
constraints of CEM models;4 or in the Constraint
Deﬁnition Language (CDL),1 which deﬁnes a superset
of CEML functionality, with extensions including
additions of new constraints to the modeling language, formalization of the model specialization
capabilities, and a concrete reference object model.
Although CDL brings more formalization to the
CEM deﬁnition, neither CDL nor CEML currently

supports inferences or rules, which are critical to add
computerized support and reasoning to the CEM
models and populated patient data. In addition, there
is no open-source tooling available yet to support
CDL authoring or querying, and there is a lack of
tooling for automatic consistency checking or reasoning for the CEM.

Proposed solution and impact
One way to integrate CEMs with the above functionalities is to translate CEM deﬁnitions to an
ontology language. In this project, we chose to use
the Web Ontology Language (OWL),5 which we
believe serves best for our purpose for the following reasons. OWL is built on formalisms that use
description logic (DL)6 to allow reasoning and
inference. The rule interchange format (RIF)7 can
be used to add rules to OWL and can be used to
infer new knowledge from an OWL based ontology
and reason about OWL individuals. Moreover, the
Semantic Web community has developed open
source tools for editing, storing, and reasoning over
information represented in OWL. The vast ongoing
supports and investments on OWL and its related
tools make it very valuable to align clinical information model languages such as CEML, CDL, and
Archetype Deﬁnition Language (ADL)8 to OWL, so
that the OWL-related tools can be directly applied
to these models.
The OWL representation also provides an environment to seamlessly integrate information models
and terminology models used in the clinical
context. The CEM is an information model that
represents the logical structure of data within an
EHR. Information models usually connect to terminologies (eg, SNOMED CT9 for clinical terms,
RxNorm10 for medications), which deﬁne the
domain knowledge of concepts used in the information model. Unfortunately, information models
and terminology models are usually developed by
different groups and are expressed in very different
syntaxes, which complicates the efforts to interface
the information expressed in the models.11 OWL
and Semantic Web technologies have already been
applied in representing and validating many terminology models.12–16 If the CEM can be represented in OWL, the information model (CEM) and
terminology models can be represented in the same
language and representation environment, thereby
facilitating the integration of information and terminology models.
In addition, an OWL representation of the CEM
can potentially facilitate the harmonization and
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transformation between the CEM speciﬁcation and other clinical data modeling languages. Previous efforts focused on representing general clinical models or EHR standards such as
HL7 v3, openEHR, or ISO 13 606 in the Semantic Web environment.12–15 OWL and the Semantic Web can provide an ideal
platform for transforming these models that were originally
represented in different syntaxes.
As illustrated in ﬁgure 1, we envision a three-layer clinical
data representation model in OWL: (1) a meta-level ontology
that deﬁnes the abstract meta-representation of the CEM, where
the basic structures, the properties and their relationships, and
the constraints are deﬁned; (2) OWL ontologies for representing
each individual detailed CEM; and (3) patient data represented
in the Resource Description Framework (RDF)17 with respect to
the ontologies on layer 2, which provides the basis of interoperability between applications that exchange individual patient
data in a form that machines can understand.18 After representing the CEM as well as patient data in OWL/RDF, we can
utilize Semantic Web tools to check for semantic consistency on
both the ontology and the instance levels, and to reason over
these data for extracting new knowledge.
Our previous work has focused on representing basic CEM
components and their relationships in the meta-level ontology.18
The research introduced by the current paper extends this

previous work and completes the Semantic Web representation
of the whole three-layer model in ﬁgure 1. We have implemented a convertor that can automatically convert detailed CEM
models to the OWL format. The convertor has been evaluated
using the CEM SHARPn release, which is designed specially for
the EHR secondary use purpose. The meta-ontology as well as
converted detailed CEM ontologies are available on the
SHARPn website (http://informatics.mayo.edu/sharp/index.php/
CEM_OWL_Project).

META-CEM ONTOLOGY DESCRIPTION
CEM basic category classes
Based on the CEM speciﬁcation, each clinical element may be
classiﬁed into a basic structural category. These basic categories
can be considered as the building blocks for constructing
detailed CEMs. Our preliminary work has focused on OWL
representation of these CEM basic categories.18 An OWL class
has been deﬁned for each category. We also used OWL DL
axioms to formally deﬁne the semantics, constraints, and relations for these categories. Table 1 brieﬂy introduces these basic
categories.
In addition to the basic category classes, we also declared a set of
properties for deﬁning relationships in CEMs. OWL object properties item, qual, mod, and att are used to represent the relationships

Figure 1 System overview.
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Table 1 Basic clinical element model (CEM) categories
Category

Definition

Example

Statement

A complete assertion about a particular aspect, a characteristic or
condition of a patient
A common grouping of clinical observations. It is a collection of other
statements or panels
Is similar to a statement in CEM, except that it cannot be persisted alone
in the EHR, but must be persisted as an internal part of another model
with type such as Statement or Panel
Declares the who, where, why, and when information regarding an
action

DiastolicBloodPressureMeas: a single statement model, where it captures the value
of the DBP measurement
BloodPressurePanel can contain items such as DiastolicBloodPressure and
SystolicBloodPressure

Panel
Component

Attribution

Qualifiers

Is used to add useful information to an instance but does not change
the meaning of the data or items of the instance

Modifier

Alters the meaning of the instance

The model BloodPressurePanel has an attribution called ‘Observed’, which
describes when, who, where, and why the blood pressure measurement was
obtained
BodyPosition of HeartRateMeas is a qualifier. In this case, whether the patient was
sitting or standing during the measurement does not affect the meaning of the
measurement itself
Subject of model HeartRateMeas is a modifier. In this model, the subject changes
the semantic interpretation of the measurement

DBP, diastolic blood pressure; EHR, electronic health records.

between a CEM element and its associated statements/panels,
components, qualiﬁers, modiﬁers, or attributions respectively. For
example, the OWL class BloodPressurePanel has two sub-statements
associated with the item property: SystolicBloodPressureMeas and
DiastolicBloodPressureMeas. In addition, the OWL object property
data is used to deﬁne any values for a CEM statement or component. For example, we can declare the actual value of a patient’s
systolic blood pressure measurement using the data property. The
detailed description of how we deﬁned these basic categories and
relations has been discussed previously.18

Category classes associations
The basic category classes can be used to represent individual
clinical elements. Sometimes there is also a need to represent
associations among the deﬁned clinical elements. For example,
the information of a particular patient could be stored in one
statement instance while the information of the patient’s family
members could be stored in other statement instances. In this
case, we must deﬁne the relation between two patient statement instances and annotate the relation as Parent–Child.
In this section, we discuss how to deﬁne different types of
associations among categories using the Association speciﬁcation in CEM.
An association is used to represent a collection of related statements, components, qualiﬁers, modiﬁers, and/or attributions. An
association is bound with a vocabulary concept that deﬁnes its
semantic meaning. Associations may be specialized as panels,
collections, sequences, lists, semantic links, and annotations.
A collection or a panel is an association that references a set
of associations and/or statements. The primary difference
between the two is that a panel represents a very strong relationship between its embedded elements, whereas a collection represents a weak relationship. For example, we could use a blood
pressure panel association to represent the systolic and diastolic
blood pressure (DBP) observations taken together. In contrast, a
collection may be arbitrarily deﬁned and reference associations
and/or statements that share limited context. In the OWL representation, we created new OWL classes for collection and panel,
where the semantic deﬁnition for both classes is that they can
only associate either associations or statements through the item
property.
556

We can also deﬁne a sequence of a set of clinical elements. We
adopted the OWL sequence extension19 to express a sequence in
OWL vocabulary, which is supported by DL reasoners.i The
OWL sequence extension introduces the OWLList class to deﬁne
a member in a sequence. The hasNext property points to the
next member in the sequence and the content of the member is
associated using the hasContents property. Figure 2 shows an
example of how to use the OWL sequence extension to represent
a CEM sequence about the use of a catheter in a patient. In that
example, a CEM statement describes the insertion of the catheter, statements describe site maintenance, and a statement
describes the removal of the catheter.
In CEM, a list is an association that contains a set of references of some other independent statements or associations. We
deﬁne a new class called List in CEM-OWL. Since the order of
referenced elements in the list is not signiﬁcantly important, we
propose the use of owl:unionOf to represent the association of
a list. The List class itself is the union of the referenced statements and/or associations.
A semantic link is an association that represents a strong
semantic relationship between two or more statements/associations. Statements and/or associations referenced in a semantic
link are assumed to serve some role in the semantic link. For
example, a semantic link can be used to represent the relationship between a diagnosis statement and a medication administration statement indicating that the medication was administrated
to treat the diagnosis condition, or the relationship between the
subjects of two patient statements is Parent–Child. Figure 3A
shows an example of how a semantic link could be represented
in OWL. In the example, the class Treatment is a semantic link
that references two statements Diagnosis and Med_admin and
the deﬁnition includes ‘a treatment must treat some diagnosis
with some medication’.
In CEM, an annotation is an association that adds independent textual annotation information to the referenced statements

i
RDF provides classes such as rdf:list and rdf:seq to represent a
collection of items. Although the rdf:seq class is the RDF ‘Sequence’
container, by convention it is used to indicate to human readers that the
order of contained items is intended to be signiﬁcant. There are no
logical semantics deﬁned to a DL classiﬁer in a rdf:seq. In addition, RDF
vocabulary such as rdf:list cannot be used in OWL-DL18.
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Figure 2 Example of representing
sequence using Web Ontology
Language list.

and/or associations. For example, a clinician can comment on
observation such as laboratory results. Figure 3B shows an
example of how we represent a CEM annotation in OWL. The
class Clinician_Lab_Result_Comparison_Comment is a subclass
of Annotation that references two statement classes, which must
be lab result observations. A textual annotation value can be
appended as an OWL Annotation Property to the Annotation
class to store any comments to this annotation.

DETAILED MODEL REPRESENTATION
The CEM-OWL meta-ontology described above can be used to
represent each detailed CEM in OWL. The representation of a
detailed CEM has constraints on the values that can be legally
stored in a particular element. A constraint can (1) limit an
element to contain instances of a speciﬁc reference class (eg,
qualiﬁer, modiﬁer, attribution), (2) limit the data contained in
the element to that described by a speciﬁc model (eg, a body
position model), (3) deﬁne the cardinalities, and (4) restrict
the domain from which data values in the element are derived
(eg, a value set).
To limit an element to contain instances of a speciﬁc reference
class, any detailed CEM that belongs to a category should be
declared as a subclass of the corresponding category class
(ﬁgure 4, reference point 1). It therefore inherits all the semantic deﬁnitions of its parent classes. Figure 4 shows an example
of how we represent the BloodPressurePanel model. Figure 4A
shows the BloodPressurePanel model in the CDL format and
ﬁgure 4B shows its OWL representation ( partial).ii Since CDL
deﬁnes that BloodPressurePanel is a Panel, we deﬁne the class
BloodPressurePanel to be a subclass of the Panel class so that it
inherits the semantic deﬁnition of the Panel class (see ﬁgure 4,
reference point 2).
To limit the data contained in the element to that described
by a speciﬁc model, we can link the referenced elements in each
detailed CEM using the properties item, qual, mod, and att.
Figure 4A lists a set of items, qualiﬁers, attributions, and
one modiﬁer. As ﬁgure 4B, reference point 1 shows, we can
deﬁne that the BloodPressurePanel class has items
DiastolicBloodPressureMeas and SystolicBloodPressureMeas,
attribution (via att) Observed, modiﬁer (via mod) Subject, qualiﬁer (via qual) BloodPressureBodyLocationPrecoord, etc.
CDL deﬁnes cardinality constraints of each embedded CEM.
OWL provides three constructs for cardinality constraints: owl:
cardinality, owl:minCardinality, and owl:maxCardinality. These
constraints can be used to faithfully represent the cardinality
constraints deﬁned by CDL. As ﬁgure 4B reference point 1

ii

Due to space limitation, here we only show partial OWL representation
of the BloodPressurePanel model for the purpose of illustrating how we
represent detailed CEMs by adding different constraints.

shows, we can deﬁne that each blood pressure panel can only
have maximally one item referencing DiastolicBloodPressure
using owl:maxCardinality.
In CEM, a value set is a category of like concepts. A value set
constraints the permissible values of a particular value domain. For
example, ﬁgure 4A shows two such constraints for Blood Pressure
Measurement Device and Blood Pressure Body Location. In
CEM-OWL, we deﬁne a value set following the guideline proposed
by the W3C.20 The W3C guideline proposes two options to represent a value set: representing values in a value set as individuals or
as subclasses. Here we follow the second approach,iii where each
value set is presented as an OWL class and the features of the class
represent a space that is partitioned by the values (ie, permissible
values) in the value set. Each permissible value in the value set is
represented as individual OWL classes, and deﬁned as subclasses of
the OWL class for the value set itself. These individual classes are
deﬁned as disjoint to each other, and the value set is deﬁned
as an exhaustive union of its permissible value classes. In ﬁgure 4B,
reference point 4, for example, the class BloodPressureBodyLocationPrecoord represents a value set with three permissible
values: Arm, Finger, and Wrist, each of which is a subclasses of the
BloodPressureBodyLocationPrecoord class and is disjoint from the
other two. In addition, the class BloodPressureBodyLocationPrecoord is deﬁned as an exhaustive union of the three subclasses.
This way we can restrict the values for blood pressure body location to only these three choices.
We also propose how to represent units of measure deﬁned in
CEMs. In order to ensure semantic interoperability, we adopted
the Measurement Unit Ontology (MUO)21 and the Uniﬁed
Code for Units of Measure (UCUM).22 For each physical quality
data value we deﬁne a new class that is a subclass of the
QualityValue iv class in MUO. We can then use the MUO property measuredIn to deﬁne the allowed units of this quantity
value. In the example in ﬁgure 4B, reference point 3, we
deﬁned that each DiastolicBloodPressure can have at most
one DiastolicBloodPressureData, which is deﬁned as a subclass
of MUO:QualityValue (ﬁgure 4B, reference point 6).
A DiastolicBloodPressureData can only be measured in terms of
a PressureUnit (ﬁgure 4B, reference point 6), which is a value
set that contains all of the pressure units that are deﬁned in
UCUM. We can also use the MUO property Preferred Unit to
deﬁne the preferred unit (MilliMetersOfMercury) for this quantity value (ﬁgure 4B, reference point 5).

iii
The choice between one and the other is based on each individual
case, and is not within the scope of this paper.
iv
This is how MUO named this class to represent the value of an
individual quality, for instance the weight of an individual object.
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Figure 3 Examples of Semantic Link (A) and Annotation (B).

USE CASE ILLUSTRATION
After the semantic representation of the CEMs as well
as the populated CEM patient data, Semantic Web
technologies can be used to perform consistency

checking, automatic classiﬁcation, and automatic inference
by linking to existing domain ontologies. In this section,
we use a few use cases to illustrate the above semantic
functionalities.

Figure 4 Example representation of a detailed clinical element model in Constraint Deﬁnition Language (CDL) and Web Ontology Language: (A) the CDL
representation of the blood pressure panel model; (B) the Web Ontology Language representation of the blood pressure panel model (partial).
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Figure 5 Examples with
inconsistencies: (A) model
inconsistency; (B) value set
inconsistency.

Consistency checking
We can perform consistency checking on both the model level
and the instance level. On the model level, since the
meta-ontology semantically deﬁnes the basic category class, any
detailed CEM must follow the restriction deﬁned. Figure 5A
shows an example. As the bottom part of ﬁgure 5A shows, a
panel is deﬁned to associate with either associations or statements as its item. If a CEM modeler decided to create a new
Panel that has at least one component as its item (rather than an
Association or a Statement), a semantic reasoner will return an
error due to this inconsistency. This illustrates how the OWL
representation of the CEM meta-model can be used to ensure
the correct implementation of detailed CEMs.
On the instance level, we can check if a particular instance
has the correct number of linked components as deﬁned by the
cardinality constraints, or has a value within the correct data
ranges and with appropriate units of measurement, or has
appropriate values as deﬁned by the speciﬁc value sets.
Figure 5B shows an example of value inconsistency. The blood
pressure body location has been deﬁned as arm, ﬁnger, or wrist,
as the upper part of ﬁgure 5B shows. The lower part of ﬁgure
5B shows sample data with the blood pressure body location as
leg, which is not an instance of arm, ﬁnger, or wrist. In this
case, a reasoner will return an error due to this inconsistency.

Automatic classiﬁcation
We can semantically deﬁne a class using OWL equivalent classes
and axioms. Then a semantic reasoner can automatically determine whether an individual belongs to the class. Figure 6 shows
an example. We can deﬁne that normal DBP data must be within
a particular range as the upper part of ﬁgure 6 shows. The lower
part of ﬁgure 6 shows two sample DBP data values: one is 120
and the other one is 65. As we can see the system automatically
classiﬁed the second one as a NormalDBPData, but not the ﬁrst
one. Similarly, we can deﬁne other classes using OWL DL.

be used together to infer information for a phenotyping algorithm. The upper part of ﬁgure 7 shows one of the conditions a
patient must qualify to be classiﬁed as a resistant hypertension
patient. The lower part of ﬁgure 7 shows a few sample sentences
from a patient’s clinical notes. We want to semantically represent
the patient’s medication history and blood pressure measurement
history in a structured way using CEM. More speciﬁcally we can
use the SecondaryUseNotedDrug class to represent medication
information and the BloodPressurePanel class to represent the
values of systolic blood pressure measurements and DBP measurements, as well as the patient location (inpatient or outpatient). As we discussed above, each detailed CEM has a key
that links to its corresponding concept in a domain ontology.
Labetalol 100 mg, for example, can be linked to SNOMED CT
concept SCT318445000. Based on SNOMED-CT, the system
can infer that ‘labetalol 100 mg’ (SCT318445000) is an antihypertensive drug (SCT1182007). In addition, we can leverage
existing Semantic Web tooling to perform reasoning after representing the patient data with respect to the CEM-OWL. For
example, we can use the Clinical Narrative Temporal Relation
Ontology (CNTRO)23 and its associated temporal-relation reasoning framework to handle time aspects in this query. As this
simple example illustrates, retrieving answers to clinically important queries usually involves comprehensive inference processes.

IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS AND EVALUATION
CEM-OWL evaluation
We have created the CEM-OWL meta-ontology based on the
CEM speciﬁcation.1 A convertor has been implemented in Java

Semantic reasoning
The CEM-OWL representation can also provide a more natural
connection to existing ontologies and semantic technologies.
EHR data representations, such as CEMs, need to reference
domain ontologies such as SNOMED CT, RxNorm, and
LOINC, for the semantic meaning of each element. OWL can
serve as a common platform to link information models such as
CEM to the domain ontologies. In addition, the populated
patient data with respect to the CEM-OWL makes it easier for
us to leverage existing Semantic Web based tools to further
semantic reasoning.
Here we use one example in ﬁgure 7 to illustrate how
CEM-OWL, domain ontologies, and semantic reasoners need to

Figure 6
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Figure 7 Conditions and sample
patient data for resistant hypertension.

to automatically translate all the detailed CEMs from XML to
OWL, which was used to covert all the 183 detailed CEMs for
SHARPn to OWL.
We followed the ontology evaluation criteria introduced by
Brank et al24 to evaluate the CEM-OWL modeling. The ontology evaluation criteria cover several levels: syntactic, lexical,
hierarchical, semantic relations, and context and application.
The OWL ontology has been validated using HermiT reasoner
V.0.8.1 embedded in Protégé 4.1 (http://protege.stanford.edu/)
for syntactic and consistency checking. For other evaluation criteria, a review panel with two CEM experts (TAO and TC) and
one OWL expert (GJ) conducted manual evaluations followed
by extensive discussions. The members of the review panel are
independent of the development of the CEM-OWL model.
Each reviewer used a scoring system from 1 to 5 (strongly disagree, disagree, unable to assess, agree, strongly agree) to evaluate the ontological representation for each criterion. After
evaluating each criterion, the reviewers compared and discussed
their scores until agreement was reached on a single score. We
considered a score of 4 or 5 to indicate that the OWL representation was satisfactory and could faithfully represent the original
intended meaning of the CDL speciﬁcation.
Table 2 shows the evaluation results. The review panel
assigned a score 5 (strongly agree) to ﬁve out of the seven evaluation criteria and a score 4 (agree) to the remaining two evaluation criteria. For the two criteria with a score 4, justiﬁcations
are provided in the comments column.
From the evaluation results, we can conclude that the lexical
and semantic deﬁnitions of the classes, the hierarchical structure, as well as the semantic relation deﬁnitions in the
meta-ontology are well deﬁned and can faithfully represent the
CEM speciﬁcation. For the context and application criterion,

we evaluated the usage of the classes, relations, and cardinality
constraints on a detailed CEM (BloodPressurePanel). The review
panel agreed that those components were sufﬁcient to faithfully
represent the semantic meaning of the detailed CEM model and
the detailed CEM model was represented correctly using these
components in OWL. Please note that we did not include the
usage of value set deﬁnition and unit of measurement deﬁnition
in the evaluation because neither is included in the CDL speciﬁcation and therefore they are not included as part of the metamodel. This will be included in a future project on data type
deﬁnition.

OWL convertor evaluation
The evaluation of the automatic detailed CEM convertor contains two steps. The ﬁrst step is a manual comparison between
the automatic generated OWL ﬁles and the corresponding original XML ﬁle. Three experts (RRF, QZ, and FC, who are independent of the CEM-OWL model development as well as the
CEM-OWL converter implementation) evaluated different
aspects of the converted OWL ﬁles including name spaces, class
and property naming conventions, domains and ranges, class
hierarchies, cardinality constraints, and relation deﬁnitions. All
experts have agreed that the converted ﬁles can faithfully represent the original contents.
The second step is to test the usage of these converted OWL
ﬁles. In order to do this, we have represented the medication
and demographic information of 400 patients from the
SHARPn normalization pipeline in RDF using the CEM-OWL
ontologies. The patient data have been successfully represented
in RDF. We can therefore conclude that the CEM-OWL ontologies we designed are capable of representing real patient data.

Table 2 Clinical element model (CEM)-Web Ontology Language (OWL) representation evaluation result
Criterion

Score

Comments

Definition of classes (lexical)
Hierarchical structure (sub-classes
hierarchy)

5
4

The reviewers agreed that the lexical definition of each class is clear
The reviewers agreed that the sub-class hierarchy faithfully represents the CEM specifications. There is a concern about
defining the basic category classes (eg, SimpleStatement and ComponentStatement) and the specialized classes (eg, Patient,
Activity, etc) as sibling classes under the Statement class since they represent different types of classifications of CEMs. An
alternative solution could be to create two parent classes under the Statement class to separate the two groups of classes
The reviewers agreed that the semantic definition of each class is correct
The reviewers agreed that the domain and range defined for each property are correct

Definition of classes (semantic)
5
Semantic relations (object property 5
definitions)
Context and application (validation of the usage of the CEM-OWL model in a detailed CEM)
Class usage
4
The reviewers agreed that defining each detailed CEM (eg, BloodPressurePanel) as a new class and a subclass of the category
it belongs to (eg, Panel) is appropriate and semantically correct. There was a discussion about the option on defining each
detailed CEM as an individual of the category class (eg, BloodPressurePanel rdf:type Panel). The reviewers agreed that the
current way is more appropriately aligned to the three-layer approach used for this representation
Relation usage
5
The reviewers agreed that the relations defined in the meta-ontology are sufficient to represent the connection between
components in the detailed CEM
Cardinality constraints
5
The reviewers agreed that the cardinality constraints are defined correctly and the OWL cardinality constraints are sufficient to
represent CEM cardinality constraints
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DISCUSSION
Clinical information models harmonization
One of the important implications from our present work is
that using OWL semantics to represent a CDL logical model
would potentially facilitate accurate transformation of the
CEMs speciﬁed in CDL into the format of ADL,8 which is a
formal language for expressing archetypes. The HL7 Template
Architecture standard discusses the semantic mappings between
ADL and OWL. Some preliminary investigations have been
undertaken to convert the ADL-based model into OWL. For
instance, Lezcano et al15 developed an approach to translate
deﬁnitions expressed in the openEHR ADL to a formal representation expressed using OWL, targeted at facilitating semantic
interoperability for the computerized support of alerts,
workﬂow management, and evidence-based healthcare across
heterogeneous EHR systems. Martinez-Costa et al represented
OpenEHR archetypes using OWL for the purpose of consistency
checking. Notably, a recent international collaboration—the
Clinical Information Modeling Initiative (CIMI)—committed to
use ADL for their Clinical Information Model speciﬁcations.25
OWL is also a CIMI recommended output for its ﬁnal integrated
clinical information model. In order to reuse CDL-based CEMs
in the CIMI community, there will be a need to convert the
CEMs in CDL into the format of ADL. Since both CDL and
ADL have been represented using OWL, OWL can serve as a
common language to map CDL and ADL together. We are currently investigating the ADL and CDL transformation based on
their OWL rendering.26

Semantic deﬁnition limitations
In the OWL representation, we tried to capture the semantic
deﬁnitions of each CEM category. Some of the deﬁnitions,
however, are difﬁcult to represent in the OWL DL environment.
For example, whether a clinical element should be deﬁned as a
collection or a panel depends on whether or not the associated
elements are strongly semantically related. Unless the ‘strongly
semantically related’ elements are deﬁned in a domain ontology
or information model, it is difﬁcult for a computer system to
automatically make the distinction. In addition, the CDL speciﬁcation contains a restriction that speciﬁes that the statements
and/or associations within a panel cannot be modiﬁed independently. This kind of rule is better handled by downstream auditing tooling than by the semantic deﬁnition in OWL.

Property deﬁnitions
There are multiple ways to deﬁne relationships between two
detailed clinical elements. One option is to use the properties
deﬁned in the meta-ontology (eg, item, qual, mod, att) to
declare the relationships between two detailed clinical elements.
For example, we can declare
BloodPressurePanel
item max 1
DiastolicBloodPressure
for the relation between the BloodPressurePanel and the
DiastolicBloodPressure.
Another option is to deﬁne new properties for each pair of
relations. For example, we can deﬁne a new property
diastolicBloodPressureMeas to be a sub-property of the item
property and declare the above relation as:
BloodPressurePanel diastolicBloodPressureMeas max 1
DiastolicBloodPressure
The latter approach will introduce a lot more properties,
which could potentially lead to interoperability issues. But it

will be more straightforward to human users to understand the
data representation. The ﬁrst approach is usually preferred
when the data are majorly used to automatic computation
whereas the second approach is preferred when the data need to
be processed manually.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduce our efforts to represent the CEM in
the OWL. We believe that the OWL representation of the CEM
can be beneﬁcial for the following reasons: (1) it lends formal
semantic deﬁnitions to the CEM speciﬁcations; (2) it connects
the CEM with various Semantic Web technologies to add authoring, reasoning, and querying capacities to the contents of the
CEM; (3) it provides a uniﬁed platform to connect the CEM as
an information model with different terminologies; and (4) it
enables the harmonization of CEM models with clinical models
that are represented in other languages such as ADL.
Several directions remain to be pursued. We will work on
representing the HL7-based data types used by the CEM using
both OWL 1.1 and the new OWL 2.0 data range deﬁnition features. Moreover, we plan to investigate the alignment between
ADL and CDL to facilitate automatic transformation from
detailed CEM models to ADL representation. Our ultimate goal
is to represent patient instances in RDF and develop applications
on top of this data to leverage the reasoning and storage
mechanisms of Semantic Web technologies.
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